Properties and potential applications of carbon nanotubes are summarized by emphasizing the aspects of nanoelectronics and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [1] , they have been extensively explored both theoretically and experimentally. These explorations have revealed many exceptional properties of nanotubes (briefly summarized in The authors are with the Department of Micro System Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8603, Japan (e-mail: fukuda@mein.nagoya-u.ac.jp; arai@mein.nagoya-u.ac.jp; dong@robo. mein.nagoya-u.ac.jp).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JPROC.2003.818334 Table 1 Properties of Carbon Nanotubes Table 1 ) and proposed broad potential applications for them (concisely listed in Table 2 ). Nanotubes have well-defined geometries. They can have only one layer, or as many as tens of layers. Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) [2] , [3] consist of a single graphite sheet seamlessly wrapped into a cylindrical tube, whereas multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) [1] comprise an array of concentrically nested tubes. The diameters of SWNTs range from 0.4 to 3 nm, whereas those of MWNTs can be 1.4 to at least 100 nm [4] . Typically, nanotubes are several micrometers long, but very long MWNTs can reach up to several millimeters [5] . Centimeter-long SWNT ropes have also been synthesized [6] .
The mechanical properties of nanotubes have been intensively investigated. The measured Young's modulus of a MWNT can be 0.4 to 4.15 TPa (mean 1.8 TPa) [7] , 1.3 TPa [8] , 0.1 1 TPa [9] and 0.27 0.95 TPa [10] , and that of an SWNT can be 1.25 TPa [11] , 1 TPa [12] and 0.32 1.47 TPa [13] . It seems that the diversity comes from 0018-9219/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE Table 2 Applications of Carbon Nanotubes the different definition of cross-section of nanotubes, the different synthesis methods (rates of defects) and the measurement errors. However, most measured values suggest a Young's modulus as high as about 1 TPa. Tensile strength has the similar tendency. Measured values are 11 63 GPa for MWNTs [10] , 13 52 GPa (mean 30 GPa) [13] , and 45 7 GPa [14] for ropes of SWNTs. Although data for mechanical properties of nanotubes are quite diverse, it seems that they are one of the strongest materials known so far.
Depending on the chirality, SWNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting, but all MWNTs are metallic [15] - [17] . Metallic SWNTs and MWNTs are ballistic conductors, enabling them to carry high currents with essentially no heating [18] , [19] . Phonons also propagate easily along the nanotube: the measured room temperature thermal conductivity for an individual MWNT ( 3 kW/mK) is greater than that of natural diamond and the basal plane of graphite (both 2 kW/mK) [20] . Nanotubes also have excellent capability for field emission.
All of these remarkable properties qualify nanotubes for many applications [21] . In the bulk state, nanotubes can be used to synthesize conductive and high-strength composites, to fabricate field emission devices, to save and convert electrochemical energy, to store hydrogen, and so on. However, the most promising applications of nanotubes that have much deeper implications for molecular nanotechnology need to maneuver the tubes individually to build complex nanodevices. Such devices mainly include nanoelectronics and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS).
The first example of such devices, a nanotube probe for an atomic force microscope (AFM), was demonstrated by Dai et al. for improving the spatial resolution of an AFM and protecting the tip from "tip crash" [22] . In the device, a MWNT was manually assembled onto a commercially available silicon cantilever. Further development improved the construction technique through direct chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [23] , controlled assembly [24] , and picking up a tube from vertically aligned SWNTs grown from planar substrate surfaces [25] .
Nanotube tweezers have been constructed with two nanotubes on a glass fiber and driven by the electrostatic interaction between two tubes [26] . A nanotube linear bearing [27] has been demonstrated with an opened MWNT [28] . Chemical sensors based on individual semiconducting SWNTs have also been demonstrated [29] .
For nanoelectronics, individual SWNTs can function as room-temperature (RT) FETs by placing a semiconducting SWNT between two electrodes (as source and drain), in which gating has been achieved by applying a voltage to a submerged gate beneath an SWNT [30] . Integrated nanotube devices involving two nanotube transistors have been reported [31] , [32] . However, these nanotube transistors still involved lithographically fabricated electrodes as a part of them; they are not smaller than silicon-based FETs.
Pure nanotube circuits [33] - [35] by interconnecting nanotubes of different diameters and chirality might lead to further shrinkage of the integration. Nanotube intermolecular and intramolecular junctions are basic elements for such systems. An intramolecular kink junction behaving like a rectifying diode has been reported [36] . RT single-electron transistors (SETs) [37] have been shown with a short ( 20 nm) nanotube section that is created by inducing local barriers into the tube with an AFM, and Coulomb charging has been observed. With a cross junction of two SWNTs (semiconducting/metallic), three-and four-terminal electronic devices have been made [38] . A suspended cross junction can function as electromechanical nonvolatile memory [39] .
Almost all of the applications of nanotubes for nanoelectronics and NEMS involve characterizing, placing, deforming, modifying, and/or connecting nanotubes. Although chemical synthesis may provide a way for patterned structure of nanotubes in large scale [40] , and self-assembly may generate better regular structures, we still lack the capability to construct irregular complex nanotube devices. Nanomanipulation, with its "bottom up" nature, is the most promising way for this purpose.
II. NANOMANIPULATION AND ITS APPLICATIONS

A. Nanomanipulation
Nanomanipulation, or positional control at the nanometer scale, is a key enabling technology for nanotechnology by filling the gap between top-down and bottom-up strategies, and may lead to the appearance of replication-based molecular assemblers [41] , which have been proposed as general purpose manufacturing devices that are able to build a wide range of useful products as well as copies of themselves (self-replication).
At present, nanomanipulation can be applied to the scientific exploration of mesoscopic phenomena and the construction of prototype nanodevices. It is a fundamental technology for property characterization of nano materials, structures and mechanisms, for the preparation of nano building blocks, and for the assembly of nanodevices. Nanomanipulations were enabled by the inventions of scanning tunneling microscopes (STMs) [42] , AFMs [43] , and other types of scanning probe microscopes (SPMs). Besides these, optical tweezers (laser trapping) [44] and magnetic tweezers [45] are also possible nanomanipulators. Characterized by the capability of three-dimensional (3-D) positioning, orientation control, independently actuated multiendeffector, independent real-time observation system, and possibility to combine SPMs inside them, nanorobotic manipulators (NRMs) [46] , [47] largely extend the complexity of nanomanipulations.
A simple comparison of an STM, an AFM, and an NRM is shown in Fig. 1 . With its incomparable imaging resolution, an STM can be applied to particles as small as atoms with atomic resolution. But limited by its two-dimensional (2-D) positioning and available strategies for manipulations, standard STM can hardly be used for complex manipulations and cannot be used in 3-D space. An AFM is another type important nanomanipulator. There are three imaging modes for AFMs, i.e., contact mode, tapping mode (periodical contact mode), and noncontact mode. The later two are also called dynamic modes and can attain higher imaging resolution than contact mode, and atomic resolution is available with noncontact mode. Manipulations with an AFM can be done in either contact or dynamic mode. Generally, manipulations with an AFM involve moving an object by touching it with a tip. A typical manipulation is like this: image a particle firstly in noncontact mode, then remove the tip oscillation voltage and sweep the tip across the particle in contact with the surface and with the feedback disabled. Mechanical pushing can exert larger forces on objects and, hence, can be applied for the manipulation of relatively larger objects, and one-dimensional to 3-D objects can be manipulated in 2-D substrate. However, the manipulation of individual atoms with an AFM is sill a challenge. By separating the imaging and manipulation functions, nanorobotic manipulators can have much more degrees of freedom (DOFs) including rotation ones for orientation control and, hence, can be used for the manipulations of zero-dimensional (0-D) (symmetric spheres) to 3-D objects in 3-D free space. However, limited by the relative lower resolutions of electron microscopes, it still can hardly be used for the manipulation of atoms, but its capability of 3-D positioning, orientation control, independently actuated multiendeffector, separate real-time observation system, and the possibility of including SPMs inside it makes it the most promising way for complex nanomanipulations.
The first practice on nanomanipulation was performed by Eigler and Schweizer in 1990 [48] . They applied an STM at low temperature (4 K) to position individual xenon atoms on a single-crystal nickel surface with atomic precision. The manipulation enabled them to fabricate rudimentary structures of their own design, atom by atom. The result is the famous set of images showing how 35 atoms were moved to form the three-letter logo "IBM," which showed that people could indeed maneuver things atom by atom, as was dreamed of by Feynman [49] .
A nanomanipulation system generally includes nanomanipulators as the positioning device, kinds of microcopies as its "eyes," various end effectors including cantilevers and tweezers among others as its "fingers," and types of sensors (force, displacement, tactile, strain, etc.) to facilitate the manipulations and/or to determine the properties of the objects.
Key technologies for nanomanipulation include observation, actuation, measurement, system design and fabrication, calibration and control, communication, and human-machine interface, among others.
B. Strategies for Nanomanipulations
Strategies for nanomanipulation are basically determined by the environments-air, liquid, or vacuum-which is further decided by the properties and size of the objects, and observation methods [50] . Fig. 2 depicts the microscopes, environments, and strategies of nanomanipulations. For the observations of manipulated objects, STMs can provide subangstrom imaging resolution, whereas AFMs can provide an atomic one. Both of them can obtain 3-D surface topology. Because AFMs can be used in ambient environment, it provides a powerful tool for biomanipulation that potentially demands a liquid environment. The resolution of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) or a field-emission SEM (FESEM) can hardly be better than 1 nm, whereas that of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) can reach up to the subnanometer order. An SEM or a FESEM can be used for 2-D real-time observation for both the objects and end effectors of manipulators, their large ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) sample chambers provide enough space to contain an NRM with many DOFs inside them for 3-D nanomanipulations. However, the natural 2-D observation makes the observation of the positioning along electron-beam direction difficult. High-resolution transmission electron microscopes (HRTEMs) can provide atomic resolution. However, the narrow UHV specimen chamber can hardly contain large manipulators inside it, but it might be the best one if complex nanomanipulators can shrink their sizes more. In principle, optical microscopes (OMs) cannot be used for nanometer scale (smaller than the wavelength of visible light) observation because of the limitation of diffraction. Scanning near-field OMs (SNOMs) breaks this limitation and shows promising as a real-time observation device for nanomanipulations, especially for ambient environment. SNOMs can be combined with AFMs and potentially with NRMs for nanoscale biomanipulations.
Strategies for nanomanipulation can be broadly classified into three types: 1) lateral noncontact; 2) lateral contact; and 3) vertical manipulations. Generally, lateral noncontact nanomanipulation is mainly applied for atoms and molecules in UHV with an STM or bioobjects in liquid with optical tweezers or magnetic tweezers, whereas contact nanomanipulation can be used in almost any environment mainly with an AFM but hardly for atomic manipulations, and vertical process is adopted by NRMs. Fig. 3 shows the processes of the three basic strategies.
1) Lateral Noncontact Manipulations:
Motions of the lateral noncontact manipulations are shown in Fig. 3(a) . Applicable effects [51] able to cause the motions include long-range van der Waals (vdW) forces (attractive) generated by the proximity of the tip to the sample [48] , [52] , electric-field-induced fields by the voltage bias between the tip and the sample [53] , [54] , and tunneling current induced local heating or inelastic tunneling caused vibration [55] , [56] . With these methods, some nanodevices and molecules have been assembled [57] , [58] (see Table 3 for a summary). Laser trapping (optical tweezers) and magnetic tweezers are possible for noncontact manipulations of nanoorder biosamples, e.g., DNAs [59] , [60] .
Noncontact manipulations combined with STMs have revealed many important strategies to manipulate atoms and molecules. However, for the manipulation of CNTs, there are no examples being shown yet with this strategy.
2) Lateral Contact Manipulation: Pushing or pulling nanometer objects on a surface with an AFM is a typical manipulation using this method, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Early work showed the effectiveness of this method for manipulations of nanoparticles [61] - [64] . This method has also been shown in nanoconstructing [65] and biomanipulations [66] . A virtual reality interface facilitates such manipulations [67] , [68] and may provide for other kinds of manipulations. This technique has been used in the manipulations of nanotubes on a surface, and some examples will be introduced later.
3) Vertical Nanomanipulations: The pick-and-place task as shown in Fig. 3 (c) is especially significant for 3-D nanomanipulations, since the main purpose of such manipulations is to assemble prefabricated building blocks into devices. The main problem is how to achieve the control of the interactions between the tool and object and between the object and substrate. Two strategies have been presented earlier for micromanipulation [69] and have recently proven to be also effective for nanomanipulation [47] , [70] . One way is to apply a dielectrophoretic force between a tool and an object as a controllable additional external force by applying a bias between the tool and a substrate on which the object is placing, and another is to modify the van der Waals and other intermolecular and surface forces between the object and the substrate. For the former one, an AFM cantilever is ideal to be applied as one electrode to generate a nonuniform electrical field between it and the substrate.
C. Manipulations of Carbon Nanotubes
Two-dimensional manipulations of nanotubes on a surface were first performed with AFMs by contact pushing on a substrate. Fig. 4 shows the typical methods for 2-D pushing. Although similar to that shown in Fig. 3(b) , the same manipulation caused various results because nanotubes cannot be regarded as a 0-D point. The first demonstration was given by Lieber and coworkers as measuring the mechanical properties of a nanotube [8] . They take the method shown in Fig. 4(b) , i.e., to bend a nanotube by pushing one end of it whereas fixing the other end. The same strategy was used for the investigation of the behaviors of nanotubes under large strain [71] . Dekker and coworkers applied the strategies shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d) to get a kinked junction and a crossed one of nanotubes [72] , [73] . Avouris and coworkers combined this technique with an inverse process, namely, straightening, by pushing along a bent tube, and realized the translation of the tube to another place [74] , between two electrodes to measure the conductivity [75] , or to form an FET [76] . This technique was also used to place a tube on another tube to form an SET with cross junction of nanotubes [77] . Pushing induced breaking [ Fig. 4(d) ] has also been demonstrated for an adsorbed nanotube [74] and a freely suspended SWNT rope [14] . The simple assembly of two bent tubes and a straight one formed a Greek letter " ." To investigate the dynamics of rolling at the atomic level, rolling and sliding of a nanotube [as shown in Fig. 4 (e) and (f)] are performed on graphite surfaces using an AFM [78] , [79] .
Manipulations of CNTs in 3-D space are very important techniques for assembling them into structures and devices. The basic step for this is to pick up a single tube from nanotube soot [ Fig. 5(a) ]. This has been shown first by using dielectrophoresis [47] through nanorobotic manipulations [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The interaction between a tube and the atomic flat surface of AFM cantilever tip has been shown to be strong enough for picking up a tube onto the tip [25] [ Fig. 5(c) ]. By using electron-beam-induced deposition (EBID), it is possible to pick up and fix a nanotube onto a probe [46] , [80] , [81] [ Fig. 5(d) ]. For handling a tube, weak connection between the tube and the probe is desired. Bending and buckling a CNT as shown in Fig. 5 (e) and (f) are important for the in situ property characterizations of a nanotube [82] , [83] , which is a simple way to get the Young's modulus of a nanotube without damaging the tube (if performed in elastic range) and, hence, can be used for the selection of a tube with desired properties [80] . Plastic bending or buckling can generate intramolecular kink junctions of CNTs [84], [85] . Combined bending and buckling with shape fixing with EBID can be used for the shape modifications of a nanotube [86] . Stretching a nanotube between two probes or a probe and a substrate has brought out several interesting results. The first demonstration of 3-D nanomanipulations of nanotubes took this one as an example to show the breaking mechanism of a MWNT [46] , and to measure the tensile strength of CNTs [10] . By breaking a MWNT in a controlled manner, some interesting nanodevices have been fabricated. This technique-destructive fabrication-has been presented to get sharpened and layered structures of nanotubes [80] and to improve the length control of a nanotube [87] . Bearing motion has also been observed in a incompletely broken MWNT. The reverse process, namely, the connection of broken tubes, has been demonstrated recently, and the mechanism is revealed as rebonding of unclosed dangling bonds at the ends of broken tubes [88] . Based on this interesting phenomenon, mechanochemical nanorobotic manipulations have been presented [89] .
Three-dimensional nanorobotic manipulations have opened a new route for the assembly of nanotubes into nanodevices. In the following, we will focus on our recent advances in this field.
III. NANOROBOTIC MANIPULATION SYSTEM
Nanorobotic manipulators (see Fig. 6 for a new version, [70] and [83] for 4-DOF and 10-DOF earlier ones) are the core components for nanorobotic manipulation systems. The basic requirements for a nanorobotic manipulation system for 3-D manipulations include nanoscale positioning resolution, a relative large working space, enough DOFs including rotation ones for 3-D positioning and orientation control of the end effectors, and usually multiple end effectors for complex operations. Table 4 lists the specifications of our new system. Table 5 shows the functions of the nanorobotic manipulation system for nanomanipulation, nanoinstrumentation, nanofabrication, and nanoassembly.
For the constructions of MWNT-based nanostructures, the manipulators serve for positioning and orientating nanotubes, for the fabrications of nanotube probes and emitters, for performing nanosoldering with EBID [90] , and for the property characterization of single nanotubes for selecting proper ones and of junctions to test the connection strength.
As shown in Fig. 6 , the nanorobotic manipulation system has 16 DOFs in total and can be equipped with three to four AFM cantilevers as end effectors for both manipulation and measurement. The positioning resolution is subnanometer order and strokes are centimeter scale. The manipulation system is not only for nanomanipulation, but also for nanoassembly, nanoinstrumentation, and nanofabrication. We set an aim for four-terminal semiconductor measurement as the most complex manipulation for this system, so it is necessary to actuate four probes independently by four manipulators. Theoretically, 24 DOFs are needed for four manipulators for general purposed manipulations, i.e., 6 DOFs for each manipulator for complete control of 3 linear DOFs and 3 rotation DOFs. However, 16 DOFs are enough for this specific purpose. In this paper, we mainly demonstrate two-probe, or one probe and one substrate, Table 4 Specifications of Nanorobotic Manipulation System manipulations as shown in Fig. 5 . So, at least two manipulators (units 1 and 2) are needed to work simultaneously. That means two manipulators are enough for all the tasks shown in this paper. More probes can make more potential applications available. For example, three manipulators can be used to assemble a nanotube transistor, a third probe can be applied to cut a tube supported on other two probes, four probes can be used for four terminal measurements to characterize the electric properties of a nanotube or a nanotube cross junction, and so on. There are many potential applications for the developed manipulators if we use all the four probes at the same time. With the advancement of nanotechnology, we would be able to shrink the sizes of nanomanipulators and insert more DOFs inside the limited vacuum chamber of a microscope, and finally the molecular version of manipulators such as Drexler dreamed of [41] ; each has 6 DOFs. Moreover, it is generally needed to take a hierarchical architecture for nanomanipulations, which means each DOF has to be divided into a coarse part and a fine one to obtain large strokes and fine resolutions simultaneously because there are still no ideal actuators that can provide both at the same time.
Based on this system, a nano laboratory is presented as shown in Fig. 7 , and its specifications are also listed in Table 4 . The nano laboratory integrated the nanorobotic manipulation system with a nano analytical system and a nanofabrication system, and can be applied for manipulating nanomaterials-mainly but not limited to CNTs, fabricating nano building blocks, assembling nanodevices, in situ analyzing the properties of such materials, building blocks and devices. As the fundamental technique for the nano laboratory, nanorobotic manipulation has opened a new path to construct nanosystems in 3-D space, and will largely broaden the possibility for nanoinstrumentation and nanofabrication. 
IV. PREPARATION OF BUILDING BLOCKS WITH CARBON NANOTUBES
Nanotubes can be directly applied to nanoelectronics or NEMS as, e.g., nanowires, nanoprobes, or nanobeams. The techniques involved are mainly picking and placing, and in situ property characterization (conductivity for nanowires, elasticity for nanobeams, etc.) of a tube to determine if it should be selected. But in more cases, modifications of the geometries of CNTs are demanded. For example, an "ideal" AFM probe tip, field emitter, or biological electrode tip should be long, stiff, and tapered for optimal mechanical response and have an electrically conducting tip. In addition, it would be useful to be able selectively to expose nested concentric nanotubes in a nanobearing. Here we show that through nanorobotic manipulations, a nanotube can be picked up onto an AFM cantilever as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d), the conductivity can be measured in situ by placing it between two probes or one probe and a substrate, and the mechanical elasticity can be measured by buckling it in the elastic range. If needed, its geometry can be modified by bending and buckling it into the desired shape and fixing the shape with deposits from EBID, by directly buckling it plastically, or by breaking it into two parts to sharpen, peel, or shorten it. These methods have been classified into two categories: destructive fabrication and shape modification.
Nanotubes used in all experiments are MWNTs synthesized by an arc discharging process. All experiments are performed in the UHV chamber of an electron microscope, and the tubes shown in the later figures are all cantilevered or suspended in free space in UHV with one or two ends on a probe or a substrate, between two probes, or between a probe and a substrate.
A. Direct Selection of Nanotubes and In Situ Property Characterization 1) Picking up a Nanotube by Dielectrophoresis/Electrophoresis or EBID:
By applying a bias between a sharp tip and a plane substrate, a nonuniform electric field can be generated between the tip and the substrate with the strongest field near the tip. This field can cause a tube to orient along the field or further "jump" to the tip by electrophoresis or dielectrophoresis (determined by the conductivity of objective tubes). Removing the bias, the tube can be placed on other places at will. This method can be used for tubes freestanding on nanotube soot or a rough surface, on which the surface van der Waals forces are generally weak. A tube strongly rooted in CNT soot or lying on a flat surface cannot be picked up in this way. EBID is effective to solder the tube onto the probe, and it is useful for assembling a nanotube probe or an emitter. However, it is somewhat difficult to use this process for transferring the tube to another structure. Fig. 8 shows two MWNTs being picked up with these methods. A dc 500-V bias has been applied for generating large enough dielectrophoretic force to pick up the tube [ Fig. 8(a) ].
2) Selections of CNTs With Desired Elasticity: Because there are still no effective ways to synthesize uniform nanotubes with the same geometries, mechanical and electrical properties, in situ property measurement is desired for the selection of the proper tube for a specific application. Tests of the conductivity of a tube can help us to select a metallic or a semiconducting tube by placing a tube between a conducting probe and another probe or a metallic substrate. We have also shown that it is possible to measure its mechanical properties by buckling a tube in free space. The process is shown in Fig. 9 . The left figure shows an individual MWNT, whereas the right four show a bundle of MWNTs being buckled. Fig. 10 depicts the property curve of the elastic and plastic deformations of the MWNT 133 nm 6.055 m , where and are axial deformation and buckling force as shown in Fig. 9 (left) . By using the model and analysis method presented in [82] , the flexural rigidity of the MWNT bundle shown in Fig. 9 (right) is found to be EI 2.086 10 Nm . This result suggests that the diameter of the nanotube is 46.4 nm if the theoretical value of Young's modulus of nanotube 1.26 TPa is used. The FESEM image shows that the bundle of the nanotubes includes at least three single ones with 31, 34, and 41 nm diameter. Hence, it can be determined that there must be damaged parts in the bundle because the stiffness is too low, and it is necessary to select another one without defects.
B. Destructive Fabrication of Nanotubes
Modifications of the geometry of CNTs have been tried. Cumings et al. demonstrated a method for sharpening and peeling a nanotube by electrical pulses [28] . Here we show that through mechanical destruction, desired shapes can also be fabricated by breaking a MWNT.
1) Destructive Fabrication and Bearing-Like Motion of MWNTs:
As shown in Fig. 11(a) , a MWNT is supported between a substrate (left end) and an AFM cantilever (right end). Fig. 11(b) shows a zoomed image of the central blocked part of Fig. 11(a) , and the inset in it shows its structure schematically. It can be found that the nanotube has a thinner neck [part B in Fig. 11(b) ] that was formed by destructive fabrication, i.e., by moving the cantilever to the right. To move it more in the same direction, a motion like a linear bearing is observed as shown in Fig. 11(c) and schematically by the inset. By comparing Fig. 11(b) and (11c), we can find that part B remained unchanged in its length and diameter, while its two ends brought out two new parts I and II from parts A and B, respectively. Part II has uniform diameter ( 22 nm), while part I is a tapered structure with the smallest diameter 25 nm. The interlayer friction has been predicted to be very small [17] , but the direct measurement of the friction remains a challenging problem.
Typically, a layered structure and a sharpened structure can be obtained from this process. However, the broken site and number of layers can be random for a MWNT with perfect structure. Defects can be helpful to determine the breaking site. Fig. 12(a) shows a MWNT with a thinner neck defect, which implies the possibility to extract the thinner part out of the thicker one. By pulling down the lower left end of the nanotube, a sharpened structure and a layered one are formed as shown in Fig. 12(b) ; the upper right is a protruded nanotube with very thin diameter ( 15 nm) and very short length (210 nm) that can serve as an ideal AFM cantilever tip. Generally, if we can make defects at desired breaking places, this process may become more controllable. Making a kink on a nanotube through plastic deformation is a possible way. A simpler way is to place the tube on a surface with desired protruding length, and then break it.
2) Improved Length Control of MWNTs by Surface Force Clamping: It has been demonstrated that surface van der Waals forces will deform a nanotube placing on a surface [31] as shown in the section A-A in Fig. 13 . Deformation of the tube is determined by the number of layers of the tube and the surface properties of the substrate that influence the Hamaker constant between the tube and the substrate. The deformation will cause the tube to be stressed, and heptagons and pentagons might appear at points H and P when the stress is large enough. This phenomenon can help us to predict the breaking position, i.e., the most probable breaking sites will be in the section between points H and P. By adjusting the length placed on the substrate; we can determine the length left after breaking. Fig. 14 shows a result by using this technique. The nanotube is picked up and fixed on an AFM cantilever at its right end [ Fig. 14(a) ]. By placing the left end of it onto an Au coated silicon substrate, we can perform destructive fabrication by using the above-mentioned technique. Fig. 14(b) shows the result. We can find that the breaking occurred at a point resembling point H as shown in Fig. 13 .
C. Shape Modifications of Nanotubes
By buckling a MWNT over its elastic limit, a kinked structure can be obtained. After three loading/releasing rounds as shown in Fig. 10 , a kinked structure is obtained as shown in Fig. 15 .
To obtain an angle of any value for a kinked junction, it is possible to fix the shape of a buckled nanotube within its elastic limit by using EBID. The schematic diagram of shape modification is shown in Fig. 16 . For a CNT, the maximum angular displacement will appear at the fixed left end under pure bending or at the middle point under pure buckling. A combination of these two kinds of loads [ Fig. 16(a) ] will achieve a controllable position of the kinked point and a desired kink angle . If the deformation is within the elastic limit of the nanotube, it will recover as the load is released. To avoid this, EBID can be applied at the kinked point to fix the shape as shown in Fig. 16(b) . Fig. 17 shows a nanotube being bent and buckled under combined bending and buckling. Fig. 18 shows an example for shape modifications. The MWNT is fixed on an AFM cantilever on its right end, and it is bent by attaching its left end to a substrate and moving the AFM cantilever downward; another EBID deposit fixed the shape of the kinked structure. 
V. ASSEMBLY OF NANOTUBE-BASED NANODEVICES
An important technique for the assembly of nanodevices with nanotube building blocks is how to connect them. Nanotube junctions are basic elements for such connections. Although some kinds of junctions have been synthesized with chemical methods, there is no evidence yet showing that a self-assembly-based approach can provide more complex structures. SPMs were also used to fabricate junctions, but they are limited to a 2-D plane. We have presented 3-D nanorobotic manipulation-based nanoassembly, which is a promising strategy, both for the fabrication of nanotube junctions and for the construction of more complex nanodevices with such junctions as well.
Nanotube junctions can be classified into different types by the kinds of components-SWNTs or MWNTs; geometric configurations-V (kink), I, X (cross), T, Y (branch), and 3-D junctions; conductivity-metallic or semiconducting; and connection methods-intermolecular (connected with van der Waals force, EBID, etc.) or intramolecular (connected with chemical bonds) junctions. Here we show the fabrication of several kinds of MWNT junctions by emphasizing the connection methods. These methods will be also effective for SWNT junctions. We also demonstrate the property characterization of MWNT junctions by emphasizing their mechanical behavior, which is important for the robustness analysis of nanosystems.
A. Connection With van der Waals Forces
MWNT junctions connected with van der Waals forces are the basic forms of junctions. To fabricate such junctions, the main process is to position two or more nanotubes together with nanometer resolution; then they will be connected naturally by intermolecular van der Waals forces. Such junctions are mainly for the structures where contact rather than strength is emphasized. Placing them onto a surface can make them more stable. In some cases, when lateral movement along the surface of nanotubes is desired while keeping them in contact, van der Waals-type connections are the only suitable ones. Fig. 19 shows an X junction and a T junction connected with van der Waals forces. The X junction shown in Fig. 19(a) is fabricated by positioning the MWNT behind the MWNT , and then moving the substrate with the MWNT in the direction (outside paper) until they were connected. The contact is checked by measuring the shear connection force in the y direction by pushing in the and directions (up and down), and the result is 314.9 nN. The fabrication of a T junction [see Fig. 19(b) ] is more difficult because the tube must be aligned to tube in both the and directions. The contact is apparent because tube is supported by (hanging from) .
B. Joining by Electron-Beam-Induced Deposition
EBID provides a soldering method to obtain stronger nanotube junctions than that only connected through van der Waals forces. Hence, if the strength of nanostructures is emphasized, EBID can be applied. Note that the later two are bundles of MWNTs and parts of the three tubes are not shown in the photo.
The process for the construction of the I junction is shown in Fig. 21 . Fig. 21(a) shows a MWNT is supported between other two nanotubes (upper left) on a substrate and a nanotube probe (lower right) on an AFM cantilever. The nanotube is broken into two parts [ Fig. 21(b) ] with the same method as shown in Fig. 8 , and the two parts are realigned and connected through van der Waals force [ Fig. 21(c) ]. The connected nanotube rebreaks in another site, which shows that the interlayer friction is smaller than tube-to-tube vdW force [ Fig. 21(d) ]. The tube is connected together again with the assistance of EBID [ Fig. 20(a) ], and repetition of the process can peel a MWNT until the last layer.
Because EBID is performed after the nanotubes are connected with van der Waals forces, junctions obtained in this way are certainly stronger than those only linked with van der Waals forces. Fig. 22 shows a comparison between them. Fig. 22(a) shows a 3-D MWNT junction connected with van der Waals (left image), which is pushed (middle) and departed (right). The scale bars are 1 m for all the images in Fig. 22 . Fig. 22(b) shows a reconstructed 3-D MWNT junction with the same three tubes as shown in Fig. 22(a) . EBID is applied to connect them together (left image). The junction is also pushed (middle) and pulled (right), but with seven times more force. It can be easily understood that EBID is stronger.
The development of conventional EBID has been limited by the expensive electron filament used and low productivity. We have presented a parallel EBID system (Fig. 23 ) by using CNTs as emitters because of their excellent field emission properties [91] , [92] . The feasibility of parallel EBID is presented. It is a promising strategy for large-scale fabrications of nanotube junctions. As its marco counterpart, welding, EBID works by adding materials to obtain stronger connections, but in some cases, added material might influence normal functions for nanosystems. So EBID is mainly applied to nanostructures rather than nanomechanisms.
C. Bonding Through Mechanochemistry
To construct stronger junctions without adding additional materials, the mechanochemical nanorobotic assembly is a significant strategy. Mechanochemical nanorobotic assembly is based on solid-phase chemical reactions, or mechanosynthesis, which is defined as chemical synthesis controlled by mechanical systems operating with atomic-scale precision, enabling direct positional selection of reaction sites [41] . By picking up atoms with dangling bonds rather than natural atoms only, it is easier to form primary bonds, which provides a simple but strong connection.
Destructive fabrication provides a way to form dangling bonds at the ends of broken tubes. Some of the dangling bonds may close with neighboring atoms, but generally there will not be few bonds remaining dangling. A nanotube with dangling bonds at its end will be easier to be bound to another to form intramolecular junctions. strate and an AFM cantilever with CNT tip, and the two ends are fixed as shown in Fig. 24(a) . By pulling the two ends of the MWNT, it is broken into two parts as shown in Fig. 24(b) . The fact that the total length of the two parts 2369[nm] ( 1565[nm] and 804 [nm] ) is greater than can be explained through the so-called sword-in-sheath failure, i.e., one or several shells of the nanotube were broken when the inner tubes were pulled out from the outer layers. The difference of diameters/radii ( 14[nm] and 21 [nm]) also shows that the left tube was inside the right one before being broken. By pushing the two nanotubes head to head close enough, a new one is formed as shown in Fig. 24(c) . Note that the length of this nanotube is 2343[nm], which is a little bit shorter than the sum of the pieces, and the difference of length 26 [nm] can be explained by the deformation of the nanotubes [refer to inset of Fig. 24(c) ]. To test the strength of this nanotube, it was broken again by moving the substrate (left of the nanotube). The maximum axial connection force was measured by measuring the deflections of the AFM cantilever that has a stiffness constant of 0.03[N/m] at the moment of breaking, and the result was 790.1 [nN] . The fact that the nanotube breaks in a different site suggests that the tensile strength of the connected nanotubes shown in Fig. 24(c) is not weaker than that of the original nanotube itself.
We have justified that any type of connections with van der Waals cannot provide so strong connection strength [89] . Also, we have shown that from the measured tensile strength (1.3 TPa), chemical bonds must have been formed when the junction as shown in Fig. 24(c) formed, and which are most likely covalent bonds (sp hybrid type as in a nanotube).
VI. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
The well-defined geometries, exceptional mechanical properties, and extraordinary electric characteristics, among other outstanding physical properties, of CNTs qualify them for many potential applications, especially in nanoelectronics, NEMS, and other nanodevices [93] . The route toward applications of such devices has been hindered by lack of effective assembly methods. Nanomanipulations are one of the most promising strategies for nanoassembly. Key techniques for nanoassembly include the preparation of nano building blocks and their property characterization, the positioning and orientation control of the building blocks with nanometer-scale resolution, and effective connection techniques. Nanorobotic manipulations, which are characterized by multiple DOFs with both position and orientation controls, independently actuated multiprobes, and a real-time observation system, have been shown effective for assembling nanotube-based devices in 3-D space. With a nano laboratory, a prototype nanomanufacturing system based on a 16-DOF nanorobotic manipulation system, the assembly of nanodevices with MWNTs has been presented. Nanotube-based building blocks have been prepared by directly picking up, in situ property characterization, destructive fabrication, and shape modifications. Several kinds of nanotube junctions, the fundamental elements for both nanoelectronics and NEMS, have been constructed by positioning the building blocks together under real-time observation with a FESEM, and connecting them with naturally existing van der Waals forces, EBID, or mechanochemical bonding. Contact state, connection force/strength, and bonding types of junctions have been investigated.
Currently, nanomanipulation is performed in a serial manner with master-slave control, which is not a large-scale production-oriented technique. Nevertheless, with the advances on the exploration of mesoscopic physics, better control on the synthesis of nanotubes, more accurate actuators, and effective tools for manipulations, high-speed and automatic nanoassembly would be possible. Another approach might be parallel assembly by positioning building blocks with an array of probes [94] and joining them together simultaneously, e.g., with the parallel EBID [81] we presented. Further steps might progress toward exponential assembly [95] , and in the far future to self-replicative assembly [41] .
